Nova 500 NG-Nova StandUp
The ideal solution for sit-to-stand hoisting

Nova 500 NG

The ideal solution for sit-to-stand hoisting
Nova 500 NG sit-to-stand hoist is intended for a user with some weight bearing
capacity. The hoist is excellent to use for transfer to and from a toilet. It’s low
height makes it easy for users to place their feet onto the footplate and the centre
of gravity is optimised to provide stability. A large lifting span allows it to be used
by both children and adults.

Easy to manoeuvre
Nova 500 NG is a compact hoist with a small footprint which facilitates turning in narrow spaces.
The big wheels roll easily when moving which provide excellent manoeuvrability for the caregiver.
Altogether it contributes to smooth and more comfortable transfers for the user.
Description		
Nova 500 NG:

Item no.

100 mm wheel 		
75 mm wheel		

16030201
16030203

Lifting range from floor:

62-169,5 cm (24,4- 66,7”)

Width of wheelbase:
		

63-90 external (24,8- 90”)
1-78 internal (20,1-30,7”)

Height of wheelbase:
Length of wheelbase:

Chassis: Powder-coated steel
Motor/ electrical box safety class: IPX4
Hand control/battery safety class: IPX4

Compliant with:
ISO 10535
EN 60601-1
14,5 cm (5,7”), wheel 100 mm (3,9”)		 EN 60601-1-2
EN 60068-2-32
11,5 cm (4,5”), wheel 75 mm (2,9”)
MDD 93/42/EEC

2,5 cm (36,4”)

Height at centre of lower leg
support, above the footrest:

34-44 cm (13,4-17,2”)

Maximum range:

approx. 69 cm (27,2”)

Turning radius: 		

approx. 110 cm (43,3”)

Total lifts:
Approx. 80 lifts at 80 kg/176 Ibs load
Weight:
Max. users weight: 180 kg/397 Ibs
Total weight: 49 kg/108 Ibs

Lösningsmedelsfritt rengöringsmedel med ett pH på
6–9 eller med 70% tvättsprit. Dekontamination vid
högst 85°C.

Dimensions Nova 500 NG

Features
Electric adjustable legs
Electric adjustment of the legs
allows positioning closer to the
chair, wheelchair or the toilet, and
provides more stable lifting.

Adjustable leg support

Low-level footplate

Clear display
Clear Display with simple
management of lifting and
adjustment of legs.

The horizontal footplate gives
easier access for positioning the
feet. The footplate can be easily
removed if necessary.

The soft padded lower leg support is easy to adjust in height
and depth.

Accessories
Nova Cross Bar Attachment
The cross bar attachment enables a
lower and a more narrow attachment
point for the sling which provides a
more natural lifting angle, especially
for smaller users.
Item. no.
26901

Non slip
A non-slip footprint on the
footplate prevents the feet
from slipping and enables
correct positioning.
Item. no.
81766
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Nova StandUp sling
Nova StandUp sling is very easy to apply and
has a minimal need for adjustments. Nova
StandUp sling distributes weight over the back
and provides a comfortable support for the
user through the entire sit-to-stand movement.
Moreover the sling’s belt is equipped with a belt
which has an antislip surface on the inside for
increased security and comfort.

Description
Nova StandUp
Nova StandUp
Nova StandUp
Nova StandUp
Nova StandUp
Nova StandUp

XS
S
M
L
XL
XXL

Item no.
1722010
1722020
1722030
1722040
1722050
1722060

Accessories
Soft Padding for
Nova Stand-up sling

FlexiStrap
Provides extra support during
the initial part of the raising.
Item no.		

Extra soft material for users who
are sensitive to pressure.

1723310
Size XS-M, 2 pcs
Size L-XXL, 2 pcs

Item no.
1722100
1722110

”Everyone should be able to live a free and
independent life and pursue their dreams
regardless of any physical circumstances.”
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